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Abstract—This paper proposes a generic method to learn interpretable convolutional filters in a deep convolutional neural network

(CNN) for object classification, where each interpretable filter encodes features of a specific object part. Our method does not require

additional annotations of object parts or textures for supervision. Instead, we use the same training data as traditional CNNs. Our

method automatically assigns each interpretable filter in a high conv-layer with an object part of a certain category during the learning

process. Such explicit knowledge representations in conv-layers of the CNN help people clarify the logic encoded in the CNN, i.e.,

answering what patterns the CNN extracts from an input image and uses for prediction. We have tested our method using different

benchmark CNNs with various architectures to demonstrate the broad applicability of our method. Experiments have shown that our

interpretable filters are much more semantically meaningful than traditional filters.

Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks, interpretable deep learning

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9],
[14], [17] have achieved superior performance in many

visual tasks, such as object classification anddetection. In spite
of the good performance, a deep CNN has been considered a
black-box model with weak feature interpretability for deca-
des. Boosting the feature interpretability of a deep model
gradually attracts increasing attention recently, but it presents
significant challenges for state-of-the-art algorithms.

In this paper, we focus on a new task, i.e., without any
additional annotations for supervision, revising a CNN to
make its high conv-layers (e.g., the top two conv-layers)
encode interpretable object-part knowledge. The revised
CNN is termed an interpretable CNN.

More specifically, we propose a generic interpretable
layer to construct the interpretable CNN. Each filter in the
proposed interpretable layer automatically learns specific,
discriminative object-part features. Filters in the interpret-
able layer are supposed to have some introspection of their
feature representations and regularize their features
towards object parts during the end-to-end learning. We
trained interpretable CNNs on several benchmark datasets,
and experimental results show that filters in the interpret-
able layer consistently represented the same object part
across input images.

In addition, as discussed in [2], filters in low conv-layers
usually describe textural patterns, while filters in high
conv-layers are more likely to represent part patterns.
Therefore, we focus on part-based interpretability and

propose a method to ensure each filter in a high conv-layer
to represent an object part.

Note that our task of improving feature interpretability
of a CNN is essentially different from the conventional visu-
alization [6], [7], [20], [25], [29], [41] and diagnosis [2], [12],
[19], [22] of pre-trained CNNs. The interpretable CNN
learns more interpretable features, whereas previous meth-
ods mainly explain pre-trained neural networks, instead of
learning new and more interpretable features.

Fig. 1 visualizes the difference between a traditional filter
and our interpretable filter. In a traditional CNN, a filter
usually describes a mixture of patterns. For example, the fil-
ter may be activated by both the head part and the leg part
of a cat. In contrast, the filter in our interpretable CNN is
expected to be activated by a certain part.

Thus, the goal of this study can be summarized as follows.
We propose a generic interpretable conv-layer to construct
the interpretable CNN. Feature representations of the inter-
pretable conv-layer are interpretable, i.e., each filter in the
interpretable conv-layer learns to consistently represent the
same object part across different images. In addition, the inter-
pretable conv-layer needs to satisfy the following properties:

� The interpretable CNN needs to be learned without
any additional annotations of object parts for super-
vision. We use the same training samples as the orig-
inal CNN for learning.

� The interpretable CNN does not change the loss
function of the classification task, and it can be
broadly applied to different benchmark CNNs with
various architectures.

� As an exploratory research, learning strict represen-
tations of object parts may hurt a bit the discrimina-
tion power. However, we need to control the
decrease within a small range.

Method: As shown in Fig. 2, we propose a simple yet
effective loss. We simply add the loss to the feature map of
each filter in a high conv-layer, so as to construct an inter-
pretable conv-layer. The filter loss is proposed based on the
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assumption that only a single target object is contained in
the input image. The filter loss forces the filter to encode the
representation of a specific object part.

Theoretically, we can prove that the loss encourages a
low entropy of inter-category activations and a low entropy
of spatial distributions of neural activations. In other words,
this loss ensures that (i) each filter must encode one object
part of a single object category, instead of representing mul-
tiple categories; (ii) The feature must be consistently trig-
gered by a single specific part across multiple images,
rather than be simultaneously triggered by different object
regions in each input image. It is assumed that repetitive
patterns on different object regions are more likely to
describe low-level textures, instead of high-level parts.

Value of Feature Interpretability: Such explicit object-part
representations in conv-layers of CNN can help people clar-
ify the decision-making logic encoded in the CNN at the
object-part level. Given an input image, the interpretable
conv-layer enables people to explicitly identify which object
parts are memorized and used by the CNN for classification
without ambiguity. Note that the automatically learned
object part may not have an explicit name, e.g., a filter in the
interpretable conv-layer may describe a partial region of a
semantic part or the joint of two parts.

In critical applications, clear disentanglement of visual
concepts in high conv-layers helps people trust a network’s
prediction. As analyzed in [46], a good performance on test-
ing images cannot always ensure correct feature representa-
tions considering potential dataset bias. For example, in
[46], a CNN used an unreliable context—eye features—to
identify the “lipstick” attribute of a face image. Therefore,
people need to semantically and visually explain what pat-
terns are learned by the CNN.

Contributions: In this paper, we focus on a new task, i.e.,
learning an interpretable CNN without any part annota-
tions in an end-to-end manner, where filters of high conv-
layers represent specific object parts. We propose a simple
yet effective method to learn interpretable filters, and the
method can be broadly applied to different benchmark
CNNs. Experiments show that our approach has signifi-
cantly boosted feature interpretability of CNNs.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [47].

2 RELATED WORK

The interpretability and the discrimination power are two
crucial aspects of a CNN [2]. In recent years, different meth-
ods are developed to explore the semantics hidden inside a

CNN. Our previous paper [49] provides a comprehensive
survey of recent studies in exploring visual interpretability
of neural networks, including (i) the visualization and diag-
nosis of CNN representations, (ii) approaches for disentan-
gling CNN representations into graphs or trees, (iii) the
learning of CNNs with disentangled and interpretable rep-
resentations, and (iv) middle-to-end learning based on
model interpretability.

2.1 Interpretation of Pre-Trained Neural Networks

Network Visualization: Visualization of filters in a CNN is
the most direct way of exploring the pattern that is encoded
by the filter. Gradient-based visualization [20], [29], [41]
showed the appearance that maximized the score of a given
unit. Furthermore, Bau et al. [2] defined and analyzed the
interpretability of each filter. They classified all potential
semantics into the following six types, objects, parts, scenes,
textures, materials, and colors. We can further summarize the
semantics of objects and parts as part patterns with specific
contours and consider the other four semantics as textural
patterns without explicit shapes. Recently, [21] provided
tools to visualize filters of a CNN. Dosovitskiy et al. [6] pro-
posed up-convolutional nets to invert feature maps of conv-
layers to images. However, up-convolutional nets cannot
mathematically ensure the visualization result reflects
actual neural representations.

Although above studies can produce clear visualization
results, theoretically, gradient-based visualization of a filter
usually selectively visualizes the strongest activations of a
filter in a high conv-layer, instead of illustrating knowledge
hidden behind all activations of the filter; otherwise, the
visualization result will be chaotic. Similarly, [2] selectively
analyzed the semantics of the highest 0.5 percent activations
of each filter. In comparisons, we aim to purify the semantic
meaning of each filter in a high conv-layer, i.e., letting most
activations of a filter be explainable, instead of extracting
meaningful neural activations for visualization.

Pattern Retrieval: Unlike passive visualization, some meth-
ods actively retrieve certain units with certain meanings
from CNNs. Just like mid-level features [31] of images, pat-
tern retrieval mainly focuses on mid-level representations in

Fig. 1. Comparison of an interpretable filter’s feature maps with a filter’s
feature maps in a traditional CNN.

Fig. 2. Architectures of an ordinary conv-layer and an interpretable conv-
layer. Solid and dashed lines indicate the forward and backward propa-
gations, respectively. During the forward propagation, our CNN assigns
each interpretable filter with a specific mask w.r.t. each input image
during the learning process.
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conv-layers. For example, Zhou et al. [50], [51] selected units
from feature maps to describe “scenes”. Simon et al. discov-
ered objects from feature maps of conv-layers [27], and
selected certain filters to represent object parts [28]. Zhang
et al. [43] extracted certain neural activations of a filter to
represent object parts in a weakly-supervised manner. They
also disentangled CNN representations via active question-
answering and summarized the disentangled knowledge
using an And-Or graph [44]. [45] used human interactions
to refine the AOG representation of CNN knowledge. [8]
used a gradient-based method to explain visual question-
answering. Other studies [13], [18], [35], [37] selected filters
or neural activations with specific meanings from CNNs
for various applications. Unlike the retrieval of meaningful
neural activations from noisy features, our method aims to
substantially boost the interpretability of features in interme-
diate conv-layers.

Model Diagnosis: Many approaches have been proposed to
diagnose CNN features, including exploring semantic mean-
ings of convolutional filters [33], the examination of the
transferability of filters [40], and the analysis of feature distri-
butions of different categories [1]. The LIME [22] and the
SHAP [19] are general methods to extract input units of a neu-
ral network that are used for the prediction score. For CNNs
oriented to visual tasks, gradient-based visualization meth-
ods [7], [25] and [15] extracted image regions that are res-
ponsible for the network output, in order to clarify the logic
of network prediction. These methods require people to
manually check image regions accountable for the label pre-
diction for each testing image. [11] extracted relationships
between representations of various categories from a CNN.
Zhang et al. [5] explained the success of knowledge distillation
by quantifying knowledge points hidden in a CNN. In con-
trast, given an interpretable CNN, people can directly identify
object parts or filters that are used for prediction.

As discussed by Zhang et al. [46], knowledge representa-
tions of a CNN may be significantly biased due to dataset
bias, even though the CNN sometimes exhibits good perfor-
mance. For example, a CNNmay extract unreliable contextual
features for prediction. Network-attack methods [12], [32],
[33] diagnosed network representation flaws using adversar-
ial samples of a CNN. For example, influence functions [12]
can be used to generate adversarial samples, in order to fix the
training set and further debug representations of a CNN. [16]
discovered blind spots of knowledge representation of a pre-
trainedCNN in aweakly-supervisedmanner.

Distilling Neural Networks into Explainable Models: Fur-
thermore, some methods distilled CNN knowledge into
another model with interpretable features for explanations.
[34] distilled knowledge of a neural network into an addi-
tive model to explain the knowledge inside the network.
[48] roughly represented the rationale of each CNN predic-
tion using a semantic tree structure. Each node in the tree
represented a decision-making mode of the CNN. Similarly,
[42] used a semantic graph to summarize and explain all
part knowledge hidden inside conv-layers of a CNN.

2.2 Learning Interpretable Feature Representations

Unlike the diagnosis and visualization of pre-trained CNNs,
some approaches were developed to learn meaningful fea-
ture representations in recent years. Automatically learning

interpretable feature representations without additional
human annotations proposes new challenges to state-of-
the-art algorithms. For example, [23] required people to label
dimensions of the input that were related to each output, in
order to learn a bettermodel.Hu et al. [10] designed logic rules
to regularize network outputs during the learning process.
Sabour et al. [24] proposed a capsule model, where each fea-
ture dimension of a capsulemay represent a specificmeaning.
Similarly, we invent a generic filter loss to regularize the
representation of a filter to improve its interpretability.

In addition, unlike the visualization methods (e.g., the
Grad-CAM method [25]) using a single saliency map for
visualization, our interpretable CNN disentangles feature
representations and uses different filters to represent the
different object parts.

3 ALGORITHM

Given a target conv-layer of a CNN, we expect each filter in
the conv-layer to be activated by a certain object part of a
certain category, while remain inactivated on images of
other categories.1 Let I denote a set of training images,
where Ic � I represents the subset that belongs to category
c, (c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C). Theoretically, we can use different types
of losses to learn CNNs for multi-class classification and
binary classification of a single class (i.e., c ¼ 1 for images of
a category and c ¼ 2 for random images).

In the following paragraphs, we focus on the learning of
a single filter f in a conv-layer. Fig. 2 shows the architecture
of our interpretable conv-layer. We add a loss to the feature
map x of the filter f after the ReLU operation. The filter loss
Lossf pushes the filter f to represent a specific object part of
the category c and keep silent on images of other categories.
Please see Section 3.2 for the determination of the category c
for the filter f . Let X ¼ fxjx ¼ fðIÞ 2 Rn�n; I 2 Ig denote a
set of feature maps of f after a ReLU operation w.r.t. differ-
ent images. Given an input image I 2 Ic, the feature map in
an intermediate layer x ¼ fðIÞ is an n� n matrix, xij � 0. If
the target part appears, we expect the feature map x ¼ fðIÞ
to exclusively activate at the target part’s location; other-
wise, the feature map should keep inactivated.

Therefore, a high interpretability of the filter f requires a
high mutual information between the feature map x ¼ fðIÞ
and the part location, i.e., the part location can roughly
determine activations on the feature map x.

Accordingly, we formulate the filter loss as the minus
mutual information, as follows.

Lossf ¼�MIðX;VVÞ¼�
X
m2VV

pðmÞ
X
x

pðxjmÞ log pðxjmÞ
pðxÞ ;

(1)

where MIð�Þ denotes the mutual information; VV ¼ fm1;m2;
. . . ;mn2g [ fm�g. We use m1;m2; . . . ;mn2 to denote the n2

neural units on the feature map x, each m ¼ ½i; j� 2 VV,
1 	 i; j 	 n, corresponding to a location candidate for the
target part. m� denotes a dummy location for the case when
the target part does not appear on the image.

1. To avoid ambiguity, we evaluate or visualize the semantic mean-
ing of each filter by using the feature map after the ReLU and mask
operations.
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Given an input image, the above loss forces each filter to
match and only match one of the templates, i.e., making the
feature map of the filter contain a single significant activa-
tion peak at most. This ensures each filter to represent a spe-
cific object part.

� pðmÞmeasures the probability of the target part appear-
ing at the location m. If annotations of part locations are
given, then the computation of pðmÞ is simple. People can
manually assign a semantic part with the filter f , and then
pðmÞ can be determined using part annotations.

However, in our study, the target part of filter f is not
pre-defined before the learning process. Instead, the part
corresponding to f needs to be determined during the
learning process. More crucially, we do not have any
ground-truth annotations of the target part, which boosts
the difficulty of calculating pðmÞ.

� The conditional likelihood pðxjmÞ measures the fitness
between a feature map x and the part location m 2 VV. In order
to simplify the computation of pðxjmÞ, we design n2 templates
for f , fTm1

; Tm2
; . . . ; Tmn2

g. As shown in Fig. 3, each templateTmi

is an n� nmatrix. Tmi
describes the ideal distribution of activa-

tions for the feature map xwhen the target part mainly triggers
the ith unit in x. In addition, we also design a negative template
T� corresponding to the dummy location m�. The feature map
can match to T�, when the target part does not appear on the
input image. In this study, the prior probability is given as
pðmiÞ¼ a

n2
; pðm�Þ¼1� a, where a is a constant prior likelihood.

Note that in Equation (1), we do not manually assign filters
with different categories. Instead,we use the negative template
m� to help the assignment of filters. I.e., the negative template
ensures that each filter represents a specific object part (if the
input image does not belong to the target part, then the input
image is supposed to match m�), which also ensures a clear
assignment of filters to categories. Here, we assume two cate-
gories do not share object parts, e.g., eyes of dogs and those of
cats do not have similar contextual appearance.

We define pðxjmÞ below, which follows a standard form
widely used in [26], [39].

pðxjmÞ 
 pðxjTmÞ ¼ 1

Zm
exp

�
trðx � TmÞ

�
; (2)

where Zm ¼ P
x2X exp½trðx � TmÞ�. trð�Þ indicates the trace of

a matrix, and trðx � TmÞ ¼
P

ij xijtji, x; Tm 2 Rn�n. pðxÞ ¼P
m pðmÞpðxjmÞ.

Part Templates. As shown in Fig. 3, a negative template is
given as T� ¼ ðt�ijÞ, t�ij ¼ �t < 0, where t is a positive con-
stant. A positive template corresponding to m is given as

Tm ¼ ðtþijÞ, tþij ¼ t �maxð1� b
k½i;j��mk1

n ;�1Þ, where k � k1
denotes the L-1 norm distance. Note that the lowest value in
a positive template is -1 instead of 0. It is because that the
negative value in the template penalizes neural activations
outside the domain of the highest activation peak, which
ensures each filter mainly has at most a single significant
activation peak.

3.1 Part Localization and the Mask Layer

Given an input image I, the filter f computes a feature
map x after the ReLU operation. Without ground-truth
annotations of the target part for f , in this study, we deter-
mine the part location on x during the learning process.
We consider the neural unit with the strongest activation
m̂ ¼ argmaxm¼½i;j�xij, 1 	 i; j 	 n as the target part location.

As shown in Fig. 2, we add a mask layer above the inter-
pretable conv-layer. Based on the estimated part position m̂,
the mask layer assigns a specific mask with x to filter out
noisy activations. The mask operation is separate from the
filter loss in Equation (1). Our method selects the template
Tm̂ w.r.t. the part location m̂ as the mask. We compute
xmasked ¼ maxfx � Tm̂; 0g as the output masked feature map,
where � denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product.
The mask operation supports gradient back-propagations.

Fig. 4 visualizes the masks Tm̂ chosen for different images,
and compares the original and masked feature maps. The
CNN selects different templates for different images.

Note that although a filter usually has much stronger
neural activations on the target category than on other cate-
gories, the magnitude of neural activations is still not dis-
criminative enough for classification. Moreover, during the
testing process, people do not have ground-truth class
labels of input images. Thus, to ensure stable feature extrac-
tion, our method only selects masks from the n2 positive
templates fTmi

g and omits the negative template T� for all
images, no matter whether or not input images contain the
target part. Such an operation is conducted during the for-
ward process for both training and testing processes.

3.2 Learning

We train the interpretable CNN in an end-to-end man-
ner. During the forward-propagation process, each filter
in the CNN passes its information in a bottom-up man-
ner, just like traditional CNNs. During the back-propaga-
tion, each filter in an interpretable conv-layer receives
gradients w.r.t. its feature map x from both the final task
loss Lðŷk; y�kÞ on the kth sample and the filter loss, Lossf ,
as follows:

@Loss

@xij
¼ �

X
f

@Lossf
@xij

þ 1

N

XN
k¼1

@Lðŷk; y�kÞ
@xij

; (3)

where � is a weight. Then, we back propagate @Loss
@xij

to lower
layers and compute gradients w.r.t. feature maps and gra-
dients w.r.t. parameters in lower layers to update the CNN.

For implementation, gradients of Lossf w.r.t. each ele-
ment xij of feature map x are computed as follows.

Fig. 3. Templates of Tmi
. We show a toy example of n ¼ 3. Each tem-

plate Tmi
matches to a feature map x when the target part mainly triggers

the ith unit in x. In fact, the algorithm also supports a round template
based on the L-2 norm distance. Here, we use the L-1 norm distance
instead to speed up the computation.
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@Lossf
@xij

¼ 1

Zm

X
m

pðmÞtijetrðx�TmÞ
n
trðx � TmÞ�log

�
ZmpðxÞ

�o


 pðm̂Þt̂ij
Zm̂

etrðx�Tm̂Þ
n
trðx � Tm̂Þ � logZm̂ � log pðxÞ

o
;

(4)

where Tm̂ is the target template for feature map x. If the
input image I belongs to the target category of filter f , then
m̂ ¼ argmaxm¼½i;j�xij. If image I belongs to other categories,

then m̂ ¼ m�. Please see the appendix for the proof of the

above equation, which can be found on the Computer Soci-

ety Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/

10.1109/TPAMI.2020.2982882.
Considering 8m 2 VV n fm̂g, etrðx�Tm̂Þ  etrðx�TmÞ and pðm̂Þ 

pðmÞ after initial learning episodes, we make the above
approximation to simplify the computation. Because Zm̂ is
computed using numerous feature maps, we can roughly
treat Zm̂ as a constant to compute gradients in the above
equation. We gradually update the value of Zm̂ during the
training process. More specifically, we can use a subset
of feature maps to approximate the value of Zm, and con-
tinue to update Zm when we receive more feature maps
during the training process. Similarly, we can approximate
pðxÞ using a subset of feature maps. We can also approxi-
mate pðxÞ ¼ P

m pðmÞpðxjmÞ ¼
P

m pðmÞ exp½trðx�TmÞ�Zm

 P

m pðmÞ
Ex

exp ½trðx�TmÞ�
Zm

h i
without huge computation.

Determining the Target Category for Each Filter. We need to
assign each filter f with a target category ĉ to approximate
gradients in Equation (4). We simply assign the filter f with
the category ĉ whose images activate f the most, i.e.,
ĉ ¼ argmaxcEx¼fðIÞ:I2Ic

P
ij xij.

3.3 Understanding the Filter Loss

The filter loss in Equation (1) can be re-written as

Lossf ¼�HðVVÞþHðVV0jXÞþ
X
x

pðVVþ; xÞHðVVþjX¼xÞ;

(5)
where VV0 ¼ fm�;VVþg. The first term HðVVÞ ¼ �P

m2VV
pðmÞlog pðmÞ is a constant prior entropy of part locations.

Thus, the filter loss minimizes two conditional entropies,
HðVV0jXÞ and HðVVþjX ¼ xÞ. Please see the appendix for the
proof of the above equation, available in the online supple-
mental material.

� Low inter-category entropy: The second term
HðVV0 ¼ fm�;VVþgjXÞ is computed as

HðVV0 ¼fm�;VVþgjXÞ ¼ �
X
x

pðxÞ
X

m2fm�;VVþg
pðmjxÞlog pðmjxÞ; (6)

where VVþ ¼ fm1; . . . ;mn2g � VV, pðVVþjxÞ ¼ P
m2VVþ pðmjxÞ.

We define the set of all real locations VVþ as a single label to
represent category c. We use the dummy location m� to
roughly indicate matches to other categories.

This term encourages a low conditional entropy of inter-
category activations, i.e., a well-learned filter f needs to be
exclusively activated by a certain category c and keep silent
on other categories. We can use a feature map x of f to iden-
tify whether or not the input image belongs to category c,
i.e., x fitting to either Tm̂ or T�, without significant
uncertainty.

� Low spatial entropy: The third term in Equation (5) is
given as

HðVVþjX¼xÞ ¼
X
m2VVþ

~pðmjxÞlog ~pðmjxÞ; (7)

where ~pðmjxÞ ¼ pðmjxÞ
pðVVþjxÞ. This term encourages a low condi-

tional entropy of the spatial distribution of x’s activations. I.

e., given an image I 2 Ic, a well-learned filter should only

be activated in a single region m̂ of the feature map x,

instead of being repetitively triggered at different locations.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In experiments, we applied our method to modify four
types of CNNs with various architectures into interpretable
CNNs and learned interpretable CNNs based on three
benchmark datasets, in order to demonstrate the broad
applicability. We learned interpretable CNNs for binary
classification of a single category and multi-category classi-
fication. We used different techniques to visualize the

Fig. 4. Given an input image I, from left to right, we consequently show the feature map of a filter after the ReLU layer x, the assigned mask Tm̂, the
masked feature map xmasked, and the image-resolution RF of activations in xmasked computed by [50].
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knowledge encoded in interpretable filters, in order to qual-
itatively illustrate semantic meanings of these filters. Fur-
thermore, we used two types of evaluation metrics, i.e., the
object-part interpretability and the location instability, to
measure the semantic clarity of a filter.

Our experiments showed that an interpretable filter in
our interpretable CNN usually consistently represented the
same part through different input images, while a filter in
an ordinary CNNmainly described a mixture of semantics.

We chose three benchmark datasets with part annota-
tions for training and testing, including the ILSVRC 2013
DET Animal-Part dataset [43], the CUB200-2011 dataset [36],
and the VOC Part dataset [4]. These datasets provide
ground-truth bounding boxes of entire objects. For land-
mark annotations, the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part data-
set [43] contains ground-truth bounding boxes of heads and
legs of 30 animal categories. The CUB200-2011 dataset [36]
contains a total of 11.8K bird images of 200 species, and the
dataset provides center positions of 15 bird landmarks. The
VOC Part dataset [4] contains ground-truth part segmenta-
tions of 107 object landmarks in six animal categories.

These three datasets contain ground-truth annotations of
object landmarks2 (parts). We used ground-truth annotations
to evaluate the semantic clarity of each filter. As mentioned in
[4], [43], animals usually consist of non-rigid parts, which pres-
ent considerable challenges for part localization. As in [4], [43],
we selected animal categories in the three datasets for testing.

We learned interpretable filters based on architectures of
four typical CNNs for evaluation, including the AlexNet [14],
the VGG-M [30], the VGG-S [30], the VGG-16 [30]. Note that
skip connections in residual networks [9] make a single feature
map contain patterns of different filters. Thus, we did not use
residual networks for testing to simplify the evaluation. Given
a CNN, all filters in the top conv-layer were set as interpretable
filters. Then, we inserted another conv-layer with M filters
above the top conv-layer, which did not change the size of out-
put feature maps. I.e., we set M ¼ 512 for the VGG-16, VGG-
M, and VGG-S networks, andM ¼ 256 for the AlexNet. Filters
in the new conv-layer were also interpretable filters. Each filter
was a 3� 3�M tensorwith a bias term.

Implementation Details. We set parameters as t ¼ 0:5
n2
,

a ¼ n2

1þn2
, and b 
 4. b was updated during the learning pro-

cess. We set a decreasing weight for filter losses, i.e.,
� / 1

t Ex2Xmaxi;jxij for the tth epoch. We initialized fully-
connected (FC) layers and the new conv-layer, but we loaded
parameters of the lower conv-layers from a CNN that was
pre-trained using [14], [30]. We then fine-tuned parameters of
all layers in the interpretable CNN using training images in
the dataset. To enable a fair comparison, whenwe learned the
traditional CNN as a baseline, we also initialized FC layers of
the traditional CNN, used pre-trained parameters in conv-
layers, and then fine-tuned the CNN.

4.1 Experiments

Binary Classification of a Single Category: We learned inter-
pretable CNNs based on above four types of network archi-
tectures to classify each animal category in above three

datasets. We also learned ordinary CNNs using the same
data for comparison. We used the logistic log loss for binary
classification of a single category from random images. We
followed experimental settings in [42], [43] to crop objects of
the target category as positive samples. Images of other cat-
egories were regarded as negative samples.

Multi-Category Classification: We learned interpretable
CNNs to classify the six animal categories in the VOC Part
dataset [4] and also learned interpretable CNNs to classify the
thirty categories in the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part data-
set [43]. In experiments, we tried both the softmax log loss and
the logistic log loss3 formulti-category classification.

4.2 Qualitative Visualization of Filters

We followed the method proposed by Zhou et al. [50] to
compute the receptive fields (RFs) of neural activations of a
filter. We used neural activations after ReLU and mask
operations and scaled up RFs to the image resolution. As
discussed in [2], the traditional idea of directly propagating
the theoretical receptive field of a neural unit in a feature
map back to the image plane cannot accurately reflect the
real image-resolution RF of the neural unit (i.e., the image
region that contributes most to the score of the neural unit).
Therefore, we used the method of [50] to compute real RFs.

Studies in both [50] and [2] have introduced methods to
compute real RFs of neural activations on a given feature
map. For ordinary CNNs, we simply used a round RF for
each neural activation. We overlapped all activated RFs in a
feature map to compute the final RF of the feature map.

Fig. 5 shows RFs4 of filters in top conv-layers of CNNs,
which were trained for binary classification of a single cate-
gory. Each filter in interpretable CNNs was mainly acti-
vated by a certain object part, whereas feature maps of
ordinary CNNs after ReLU operations usually represented
various object parts and textures. The clear disentanglement
of object-part representations can help people to quantify
the contribution of different object parts to the network pre-
diction. Fig. 5 shows the explanation for part contribution,
which was generated by the method of [3].

We found that interpretable CNNs usually encoded head
patterns of animals in its top conv-layer for classification,
although no part annotations were used to train the CNN. We
can understand such results from the perspective of the infor-
mation bottleneck [38] as follows. (i) Our interpretable filters
selectively encode the most distinct parts of each category (i.e.,
the head for most categories), whichminimizes the conditional
entropy of the final classification given feature maps of a conv-
layer. (ii) Each interpretable filter represents a specific part of
an object, which minimizes the mutual information between
the input image and middle-layer feature maps. The interpret-
able CNN“forgets” asmuch irrelevant information as possible.

In addition to the visualization of RFs, we also visualized
heatmaps for part distributions and Grad-CAM attention
maps of an interpretable conv-layer. Fig. 6 shows heatmaps
for distributions of object parts thatwere encoded in interpret-
able filters. Fig. 7 compares Grad-CAM visualizations [25]

2. To avoid ambiguity, a landmark is referred to as the central position of
a semantic part (a partwith an explicit name, e.g., a head, a tail). In contrast,
the part corresponding to a filter does not have an explicit name.

3. We considered the output yc for each category c independent to out-
puts for other categories, thereby a CNN making multiple independent
binary classifications of different categories for each image. Table 7 reported
the average accuracy of themultiple classification outputs of an image.
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of an interpretable conv-layer and those of a traditional
conv-layer. We chose the top conv-layer of the traditional
VGG-16 net and the top conv-layer of the interpretable VGG-
16 net for visualization. Interpretable filters usually selecti-
vely modeled distinct object parts of a category and ignored
other parts.

4.3 Quantitative Evaluation of Part Interpretability

Filters in low conv-layers usually represent simple patterns
or object details, whereas those in high conv-layers are
more likely to describe large parts. Therefore, in experi-
ments, we used the following two metrics to evaluate the
semantic clarity of filters in the top conv-layer of a CNN.

4.3.1 Evaluation Metric: Part Interpretability

The metric was originally proposed by Bau et al. [2] to mea-
sure the object-part interpretability of filters. For each filter

f , X denotes a set of feature maps after ReLU/mask opera-
tions on different input images. Then, the distribution of
activation scores over all positions in all feature maps was
computed. [2] set a threshold Tf such that pðxij > TfÞ ¼
0:005 to select strongest activations from all positions ½i; j�
from x 2 X as valid activations for f’s semantics.

Then, image-resolution RFs of valid neural activations of
each input image I were computed.4 The RFs on image I,
termed SI

f , corresponded to part regions of f .

Fig. 5. Visualization of filters in top conv-layers (top) and quantitative contribution of object parts to the prediction (bottom). (top) We used [50] to esti-
mate the image-resolution receptive field of activations in a feature map to visualize a filter’s semantics. Each group of four feature maps for a cate-
gory are computed using the same interpretable filter. These images show that each interpretable filter is consistently activated by the same object
part through different images. Nine rows visualize filters in interpretable CNNs, and the last two rows correspond to filters in ordinary CNNs. (bottom)
The clear disentanglement of object-part representations help people to quantify the contribution of different object parts to the network prediction.
We show the explanation for part contribution, which was generated by the method of [3].

4. [50] computes the RF when the filter represents an object part.
Fig. 5 used RFs computed by [50] to visualize filters. However, when a
filter in an ordinary CNN does not have consistent contours, it is diffi-
cult for [50] to align different images to compute an average RF. Thus,
for ordinary CNNs, we simply used a round RF for each valid activa-
tion. We overlapped all activated RFs in a feature map to compute the
final RF as mentioned in [2]. For a fair comparison, in Section 4.3.1, we
uniformly applied these RFs to both interpretable CNNs and ordinary
CNNs.
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The fitness between the filter f and the kth part on image
I was reported as the intersection-over-union score

IoUI
f;k ¼

kSI
f
\SI

k
k

kSI
f
[SI

k
k, where SI

k represents the ground-truth mask

of the kth part on image I. Given an image I, the filter f was
associated with the kth part if IoUI

f;k > 0:2. The criterion
IoUI

f;k > 0:2 was stricter than IoUI
f;k > 0:04 in [2], because

object-part semantics usually needs a stricter criterion than
textural semantics and color semantics in [2]. The average
probability of the kth part being associating with the filter f
was reported as Pf;k ¼ EI:withk�thpart1ðIoUI

f;k > 0:2Þ. Note
that a single filter may be associated with multiple object
parts in an image. The highest probability of part associa-
tion for each filter was used as the interpretability of filter f ,
i.e., Pf ¼ maxkPf;k.

For the binary classification of a single category, we used
testing images of the target category to evaluate the feature
interpretability. In the VOC Part dataset [4], four parts were
chosen for the bird category. We merged segments of the

head, beak, and l/r-eyes as the head part, merged segments
of the torso, neck, and l/r-wings as the torso part, merged
segments of l/r-legs/feet as the leg part, and used the tail
segment as the fourth part. We used five parts for both the
cat category and the dog category. We merged segments of
the head, l/r-eyes, l/r-ears, and nose as the head part,
merged segments of the torso and neck as the torso part,
merged segments of frontal l/r-legs/paws as the frontal
legs, merged segments of back l/r-legs/paws as the back
legs, and used the tail as the fifth part. Part definitions for
the cow, horse, and sheep category were similar those for the
cat category, except for that we omitted the tail part of these
categories. In particular, we added l/r-horn segments of the
horse to the head part. The average part interpretability Pf

over all filters was computed for evaluation.
For the multi-category classification, we first deter-

mined the target category ĉ for each filter f i.e.,
ĉ ¼ argmaxcEx¼fðIÞ:I2Ic

P
i;j xij. Then, we computed f’s

object-part interpretability using images of the target cat-
egory ĉ by following above instructions.

4.3.2 Evaluation Metric: Location Instability

The second metric measures the instability of part locations,
which was used in [42], [47]. It is assumed that if f consis-
tently represented the same object part through different
objects, then distances between the inferred part m̂ and
some ground-truth landmarks2 should keep stable among
different objects. For example, if f represented the shoulder
part without ambiguity, then the distance between the
inferred position and the head will not change a lot among
different objects.

Therefore, the deviation of the distance between the
inferred position m̂ and a specific ground-truth landmark
among different images was computed. The location m̂ was
inferred as the neural unit with the highest activation on f’s
feature map. We reported the average deviation w.r.t. differ-
ent landmarks as the location instability of f .

Please see Fig. 8. Given an input image I, dIðpk; m̂Þ ¼
kpk�pðm̂Þkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

w2þh2
p denotes the normalized distance between the

inferred part and the kth landmark pk, where pðm̂Þ is

Fig. 6. Heatmaps for distributions of object parts that are encoded in interpretable filters. We use all filters in the top conv-layer to compute the
heatmap. Interpretable filters usually selectively modeled distinct object parts of a category and ignored other parts.

Fig. 7. Grad-CAM visualizations [25] of the traditional conv-layer and the
interpretable conv-layer. Unlike the traditional conv-layer, the interpret-
able conv-layer usually selectively modeled distinct object parts of a
category and ignored other parts.
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referred to as the center of the unit m̂’s RF.
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2 þ h2

p
meas-

ures the diagonal length of I. Df;k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varI ½dIðpk; m̂Þ�

p
is

termed as the relative location deviation of filter f w.r.t. the
kth landmark, where varI ½dIðpk; m̂Þ� is the variation of
dIðpk; m̂Þ. Because each landmark could not appear in all
testing images, for each filter f , the metric only used infer-
ence results on top-ranked 100 images with the highest
inference scores to compute Df;k. In this way, the average of
relative location deviations of all the filters in a conv-layer
w.r.t. all K landmarks, i.e., EfE

K
k¼1Df;k, was reported as the

location instability of f .
We used the most frequent object parts as landmarks to

measure the location instability. For the ILSVRC 2013 DET
Animal-Part dataset [43], we used the head and frontal legs of
each category as landmarks for evaluation. For the VOC
Part dataset [4], we selected the head, neck, and torso of each
category as landmarks. For the CUB200-2011 dataset [36],
we used the head, back, tail of birds as landmarks.

In particular, for multi-category classification, we first
determined the target category of for each filter f and then
computed the relative location deviation Df;k using land-
marks of f’s target category. Because filters in baseline CNNs
did not exclusively represent a single category, we simply
assigned filter f with the category whose landmarks can
achieve the lowest location deviation to simplify the computa-
tion. I.e., for a baseline CNN, we used EfmincEk2PartcDf;k to
evaluate the location instability, where Partc denotes the set
of part indexes belonging to category c.

4.3.3 Comparisons Between Metrics of Filter

Interpretability and Location Instability

Although the filter interpretability [2] and the location insta-
bility [47] are the two most state-of-the-art metrics to evalu-
ate the interpretability of a convolution filter, these metrics
still have some limitations.

First, the filter interpretability [2] assumes that the fea-
ture map of an automatically learned filter should well
match the ground-truth segment of a semantic part (with an
explicit part name), an object, or a texture. For example, it
assumes that a filter may represent the exact segment of the
head part. However, without ground-truth annotations of
object parts or textures for supervision, there is no mecha-
nism to assign explicit semantic meanings with filters dur-
ing the learning process. In most cases, filters in an
interpretable CNN (as well as a few filters in traditional
CNNs) may describe a specific object part without explicit
names, e.g., the region of both the head and neck or the
region connecting the torso and the tail. Therefore, in both
[2] and [47], people did not require the inferred object
region to describe the exact segment of a semantic part, and
simply set a relatively loose criterion IoUI

f;k > 0:04 or 0:2 to
compute the filter interpretability.

Second, the location instability was proposed in [47]. The
location instability of a filter is evaluated using the average
deviation of distances between the inferred position and
some ground-truth landmarks. There is also an assumption
for this evaluation metric, i.e., the distance between an
inferred part and a specific landmark should not change a
lot through different images. As a result, people cannot set
landmarks as the head and the tail of a snake, because the
distance between different parts of a snake continuously
changes when the snake moves.

Generally speaking, there are two advantages to use the
location instability for evaluation:

� The computation of the location instability [47] is
independent to the size of the receptive field (RF) of
a neural activation. This solves a big problem with
the evaluation of filter interpretability, i.e., state-of-
the-art methods of computing a neural activation’s
image-resolution RFs (e.g., [50]) can only provide an
approximate scale of the RF. The metric of location
instability only uses central positions of part infer-
ences of a filter, rather than use the entire inferred
part segment, for evaluation. Thus, the location
instability is a robust metric to evaluate the object-
part interpretability of a filter.

� The location instability allows a filter to represent an
object partwithout an explicit name (a half of the head).

Nevertheless, the evaluation metric for filter interpret-
ability is still an open problem.

TABLE 1
Part Interpretability of Filters in CNNs for Binary Classification of

a Single Category Based on the VOC Part Dataset [4]

bird cat cow dog horse sheep Avg.

AlexNet 0.332 0.363 0.340 0.374 0.308 0.373 0.348
AlexNet,
interpretable

0.770 0.565 0.618 0.571 0.729 0.669 0.654

VGG-16 0.519 0.458 0.479 0.534 0.440 0.542 0.495
VGG-16,
interpretable

0.818 0.653 0.683 0.900 0.795 0.772 0.770

VGG-M 0.357 0.365 0.347 0.368 0.331 0.373 0.357
VGG-M,
interpretable

0.821 0.632 0.634 0.669 0.736 0.756 0.708

VGG-S 0.251 0.269 0.235 0.275 0.223 0.287 0.257
VGG-S,
interpretable

0.526 0.366 0.291 0.432 0.478 0.251 0.390

TABLE 2
Part Interpretability of Filters in CNNs That are Trained for Multi-

Category Classification Based on the VOC Part Dataset [4]

Network Logistic log loss3 Softmax log loss

VGG-16 0.710 0.723
interpretable 0.938 0.897

VGG-M 0.478 0.502
interpretable 0.770 0.734

VGG-S 0.479 0.435
interpretable 0.572 0.601

Filters in our interpretable CNNs exhibited significantly better part interpret-
ability than ordinary CNNs in all comparisons.

Fig. 8. Notation for computing the location instability.
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4.3.4 Robustness to Adversarial Attacks

In this experiment, we applied adversarial attacks [33] to
both original CNNs and interpretable CNNs. The CNNs
were learned to classify birds in the CUB200-2011 dataset
and random images. Table 15 compares the average adver-

sarial distortion

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
I0
i
�Iið Þ2
n

r
of the adversarial signal among

all images between original CNNs and interpretable CNNs,
where I represents the input image while I 0 denotes the
adversarial counterpart. Because interpretable CNNs exclu-
sively encoded object-part patterns and ignored textures,
original CNNs usually exhibited stronger robustness to
adversarial attacks than interpretable CNNs.

4.3.5 Experimental Results and Analysis

Feature interpretability of different CNNs is evaluated in
Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Tables 1 and 2 show results based

on the metric in [2]. Tables 3, 4, and 5 list location instability
of CNNs for binary classification of a single category. Table 6
reports location instability of CNNs that were learned for
multi-category classification.

We compared our interpretable CNNs with two types of
CNNs, i.e., the original CNN, the CNN with an additional
conv-layer on the top (termed AlexNet/VGG-16/VGG-M/
VGG-S+ordinary layer). To construct the CNN with a new
conv-layer, we put a new conv-layer on the top of conv-
layer. The filter size of the new conv-layer was 3� 3�
channel number, and output feature maps of the new conv-
layer were in the same size of input feature maps. Because
our interpretable CNN had an additional interpretable
conv-layer, we designed the baseline CNN with a new
conv-layer to enable fair comparisons. Our interpretable fil-
ters exhibited significantly higher part interpretability and
lower location instability than traditional filters in baseline

TABLE 3
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in CNNs That are Trained for the Binary Classification

of a Single Category Using the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part Dataset [43]

Filters in our interpretable CNNs exhibited significantly lower localization instability than ordinary CNNs.
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CNNs over almost all comparisons. Table 7 reports the clas-
sification accuracy of different CNNs. Ordinary CNNs
exhibited better performance in binary classification, while
interpretable CNNs outperformed baseline CNNs in multi-
category classification.

In addition, to prove the discrimination power of the
learned filter, we further tested the average accuracy when
we used the maximum activation score in a single filter’s
feature map as a metric for binary classification between
birds in the CUB200-2011 dataset [36] and random images.
In the scenario of classifying birds from random images, fil-
ters in the CNN was expected to learn the common appear-
ance of birds, instead of summarizing knowledge from
random images. Thus, we chose filters in the top conv-layer.
If the maximum activation score of a filter exceeded a
threshold, then we classified the input image as a bird; oth-
erwise not. The threshold was set to the one that maximized
the classification accuracy. Table 8 reports the average clas-
sification accuracy over all filters. Our interpretable filters
outperformed ordinary filters.

Given a CNN for binary classification of an animal cate-
gory in the VOC Part dataset [4], we manually annotated

the part name corresponding to the learned filters in the
CNN. Table 9 reports the ratio of interpretable filters that
corresponds to each object part.

Besides, we also analyzed samples that were incorrectly
classified by the interpretable CNN. We used VGG-16 net-
works for the binary classification of an animal category in
the VOC Part dataset [4]. We annotated the object-part
name corresponding to each interpretable filter in the top
interpretable layer. For each false positive sample without
the target category, Fig. 9 localized the image regions that
were incorrectly detected as specific object parts by inter-
pretable filters. This figure helped people understand the
reason for misclassification.

4.4 Effects of the Filter Loss

In this section, we evaluated effects of the filter loss. We
compared the interpretable CNN learned with the filter loss
with that without the filter loss (i.e., only using the mask
layer without the filter loss).

TABLE 6
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in CNNs That

are Trained for Multi-Category Classification

ILSVRC Part [43] VOC Part [4]

Logistic Logistic Softmax

log loss3 log loss3 log loss

VGG-16 – 0.128 0.142
ordinary layer – 0.096 0.099
interpretable – 0.073 0.075

VGG-M 0.167 0.135 0.137
ordinary layer – 0.117 0.107
interpretable 0.096 0.083 0.087

VGG-S 0.131 0.138 0.138
ordinary layer – 0.127 0.099
interpretable 0.083 0.078 0.082

Filters in our interpretable CNNs exhibited significantly lower localization
instability than ordinary CNNs in all comparisons.

TABLE 5
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in CNNs for Binary Clas-
sification of a Single Category Using the CUB200-2011 Dataset

TABLE 4
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in CNNs That are Trained for Binary

Classification of a Single Category Using the VOC Part Dataset [4]

bird cat cow dog horse sheep Avg.

AlexNet 0.153 0.131 0.141 0.128 0.145 0.140 0.140
AlexNet+ordinary layer 0.147 0.125 0.139 0.112 0.146 0.143 0.136
AlexNet, interpretable w/o filter loss 0.091 0.090 0.091 0.089 0.086 0.088 0.089
AlexNet, interpretable 0.090 0.089 0.090 0.088 0.087 0.088 0.088

VGG-16 0.145 0.133 0.146 0.127 0.143 0.143 0.139
VGG-16+ordinary layer 0.125 0.121 0.137 0.102 0.131 0.137 0.125
VGG-16, interpretable w/o filter loss 0.099 0.087 0.102 0.078 0.096 0.101 0.094
VGG-16, interpretable 0.101 0.098 0.105 0.074 0.097 0.100 0.096

VGG-M 0.152 0.132 0.143 0.130 0.145 0.141 0.141
VGG-M+ordinary layer 0.142 0.120 0.139 0.115 0.141 0.142 0.133
VGG-M, interpretable w/o filter loss 0.089 0.095 0.091 0.086 0.086 0.091 0.090
VGG-M, interpretable 0.086 0.094 0.090 0.087 0.084 0.084 0.088

VGG-S 0.152 0.131 0.141 0.128 0.144 0.141 0.139
VGG-S+ordinary layer 0.137 0.115 0.133 0.107 0.133 0.138 0.127
VGG-S, interpretable w/o filter loss 0.093 0.096 0.093 0.086 0.083 0.090 0.090
VGG-S, interpretable 0.089 0.092 0.092 0.087 0.086 0.088 0.089

Filters in our interpretable CNNs exhibited significantly lower localization instability than ordinary CNNs.
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4.4.1 Semantic Purity of Neural Activations

We proposed a metric to measure the semantic purity of
neural activations of a filter. If a filter was activated at multi-
ple locations besides the highest peak (i.e., the one corre-
sponding to the target part), we considered this filter to
have low semantic purity.

The semantic purity of a filter was measured as the ratio
of neural activations within the range of the mask to all neu-
ral activations of the filter. In other words, a high semantic
purity of a filter indicated that a filter mainly represented a
single part, while a low semantic purity indicated that a fil-
ter represented multiple parts.

Let x 2 Rn�n be neural activations of a filter (after the
ReLU layer and before the mask layer). The corresponding
mask was given as Tm̂ 2 Rn�n. The semantic purity of neural

activations was defined as purity ¼
P

f

P
i;j

maxð0;xijÞ�1ðTm̂;ij > 0ÞP
f

P
i;j

maxð0;xijÞ
.

1ð�Þ was the indicator function, which returns 1 if the condi-
tion in the braces was satisfied, and returns 0 otherwise.
The semantic purity was supposed to be higher if neural
activations were more concentrated.

We compared the semantic purity of neural activations
between the interpretable CNN and the CNN trained with
the mask layer but without filter loss. We constructed these
CNNs based on the architectures of VGG-16, VGG-M and
VGG-S, and learned the CNNs for binary classification on
an animal category in the VOC Part dataset and the ILSVRC
2013 DET Animal-Part dataset. Experimental results are
shown in Tables 10 and 11. It demonstrated that filters
learned with the filter loss exhibited higher semantic purity

TABLE 10
Semantic Purity of Neural Activations of Interpretable Filters Learned With and Without

the Filter Loss From the VOC Part Dataset

Filters learned with the filter loss exhibited significantly higher semantic purity than those learned without
filter loss.

TABLE 9
Statistics of Semantic Meanings of Interpretable Filters

bird cow cat dog horse sheep

head 19.2 – – – 15.4 –
neck 21.2 – – 5.8 – –
torso 36.5 32.7 3.8 38.5 75.0 52.0
hip & tail 5.8 – – – – –
foot 5.8 – – – 9.6 3.8
wing 11.5 – – – – –
eye – 30.8 55.8 11.5 7.7 –
nose & mouth – 15.4 32.7 3.8 19.2 –
side face – 9.6 – – – –
leg – 11.5 5.8 23.1 – –
ear & horn – – 1.9 17.3 17.3 –

“–” indicates that the part is not selected as a label to describe the filter in a
CNN. Except for CNNs for the bird and the horse, CNNs for other animals
paid attention to detailed structures of the head. Thus, we annotated fine-
grained parts inside the head for these CNNs.

Fig. 9. Examples that were incorrectly classified by the interpretable CNN.

TABLE 7
Classification Accuracy Based on Different Datasets

In the binary classification of a single category, ordinary CNNs performed bet-
ter, while in multi-category classification, interpretable CNNs exhibited supe-
rior performance.

TABLE 8
Classification Accuracy Based on a Single Filter

filters in filters in

ordinary CNNs interpretable CNNs

AlexNet 68.7 75.1
VGG-M 69.9 80.2
VGG-16 72.1 82.4

We reported the average accuracy to demonstrate the discrimination power of
individual filters.
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than those learned without the filter loss. The filter loss
forced each filter to exclusively represent a single object
part during the training process.

4.4.2 Visualization of Filters

Besides the quantitative analysis of the semantic purity of neu-
ral activations, we visualized filter activations to compare the
interpretable CNN and the CNN trainedwithout the filter loss.
Fig. 10 visualized neural activations of the filter in the first inter-
pretable conv-layer of VGG-16 before the mask layer. Visuali-
zation results demonstrated that filters trained with the filter
loss could generatemore concentrated neural activations.

4.4.3 Location Instability

We compared the location instability among interpretable
filters learned with the filter loss, those learned without the

filter loss, and ordinary filters. Here, we used filers in the
first interpretable conv-layer of the interpretable CNN and
filters in the corresponding conv-layer of the traditional
CNNs for comparison.

We constructed the competing CNNs based on the
VGG-16 architecture, and these CNNs were trained for
single-category classification based on the VOC Part
dataset and the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part dataset.
As shown in Tables 12 and 13, the filter loss forced each
filter to focus on a specific object part and reduced the
location instability.

4.4.4 Activation Magnitudes

We further tested effects of the interpretable loss on neural
activations among different categories. We used the VGG-
M, VGG-S, and VGG-16 networks with either the logistic

Fig. 10. Visualization of neural activations (before the mask layer) of interpretable filters learned with and without the filter loss. We visualized neural
activations of the first interpretable conv-layer before the mask layer in the CNN. In comparison, visualization results in Fig. 5 correspond to feature
maps after the mask layer. Filters trained with the filter loss tended to generate more concentrated neural activations and have higher semantic purity
that filters learned without the filter loss.

TABLE 11
Semantic Purity of Neural Activations of Interpretable Filters Learned the ILSVRC 2013 DET

Animal-Part Dataset With and Without the Filter Loss

Filters learned with the filter loss exhibited significantly higher semantic purity than those learned without the filter loss.
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log loss or the softmax loss, which was trained to classify
animal categories in the VOC Part dataset [4]. For each inter-
pretable filter, given images of its target category, we
recorded their neural activations (i.e., recording the maxi-
mal activation value in each of their feature maps). At the
same time, we also recorded neural activations on other cat-
egories of the filter. The interpretable filter was supposed to
activate much more strongly on its target category than on
other (unrelated) categories. We collected all activation
records on corresponding categories of all filters, and their
mean value is reported in Table 14. In comparison, we also
computed the mean value of all activations on unrelated
categories of all filters in Table 14. This table shows that the
interpretable filter was usually activated more strongly on
the target category than on other categories. Furthermore,
we also compared the proposed interpretable CNN with
the ablation baseline w/o filter loss, in which the CNN was
learned without the filter loss. Table 14 shows that the filter
loss made each filter more prone to being triggered by a sin-
gle category, i.e., boosting the feature interpretability.

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a general method to
enhance feature interpretability of CNNs. We have designed
a loss to push a filter in high conv-layers towards the repre-
sentation of an object part during the learning process with-
out any part annotations. Experiments have shown that each
interpretable filter consistently represents a certain object

part of a category through different input images. In compar-
ison, each filter in the traditional CNN usually represents a
mixture of parts and textures.

Meanwhile, the interpretable CNN still has some draw-
backs. First, in the scenario ofmulti-category classification, fil-
ters in a conv-layer are assigned with different categories. In
this way, when we need to classify a large number of catego-
ries, theoretically, each category can only obtain a few filters,
which will decrease a bit the classification performance. Oth-
erwise, the interpretable conv-layermust contain lots of filters
to enable the classification of a large number of categories.
Second, the learning of the interpretable CNN has a strong
assumption, i.e., each input image must contain a single
object, which limits the applicability of the interpretable
CNN. Third, the filter loss is only suitable to learn high conv-
layers, because low conv-layers usually represent textures,
instead of object parts. Finally, the interpretable CNN is not
suitable to encode textural patterns.

TABLE 12
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in the First Conv-Layer

bird cat cow dog horse sheep Avg.

VGG-16 0.144 0.134 0.146 0.127 0.141 0.142 0.139
VGG-16 + mask
layer, w/o filter loss

0.141 0.126 0.139 0.124 0.138 0.136 0.134

VGG-16, interpretable 0.130 0.127 0.134 0.109 0.131 0.126 0.126

The CNN was trained for the binary classification of a single category using
the VOC Part dataset [4]. For the baseline, we added a conv-layer to the ordi-
nary VGG-16 network, and selected the corresponding conv-layer in the net-
work to enable fair comparisons. Interpretable filters learned with both the
filter loss and the mask layer exhibited much lower localization instability than
those learned with the mask layer but without the filter loss.

TABLE 13
Location Instability of Filters (Ef;k½Df;k�) in the First Interpretable Conv-Layer

gold. bird frog turt. liza. koala lobs. dog fox cat lion

VGG-16 0.152 0.152 0.142 0.150 0.167 0.125 0.126 0.139 0.137 0.149 0.134
VGG-16 + mask layer, w/o filter loss 0.143 0.148 0.141 0.146 0.162 0.121 0.120 0.137 0.130 0.142 0.130
VGG-16, interpretable 0.105 0.127 0.131 0.139 0.157 0.102 0.118 0.123 0.105 0.129 0.106

tiger bear rabb. hams. squi. horse zebra swine hippo. catt. sheep
VGG-16 0.143 0.139 0.143 0.124 0.145 0.147 0.155 0.138 0.139 0.142 0.148
VGG-16 + mask layer, w/o filter loss 0.137 0.131 0.140 0.119 0.134 0.143 0.142 0.133 0.131 0.134 0.145
VGG-16, interpretable 0.112 0.118 0.122 0.098 0.106 0.136 0.095 0.125 0.120 0.126 0.128

ante. camel otter arma. monk. elep. red pa. gia.pa. Avg.
VGG-16 0.141 0.144 0.155 0.156 0.134 0.127 0.139 0.126 0.142
VGG-16 + mask layer, w/o filter loss 0.134 0.142 0.147 0.153 0.129 0.124 0.125 0.116 0.136
VGG-16, interpretable 0.119 0.131 0.134 0.118 0.112 0.109 0.098 0.088 0.118

The CNN was trained for the binary classification of a single category using the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part dataset [43]. For the baseline, we added a conv-
layer to the ordinary VGG-16 network, and selected the corresponding conv-layer in the network to enable fair comparisons. Interpretable filters learned with
both the filter loss and the mask layer exhibited much lower localization instability than those learned with the mask layer but without the filter loss.

TABLE 14
The Mean Value of Neural Activations on the Target

Categories and Those on Other Categories

Model Logistic log loss Softmax log loss

on target on other on target on other

categories categories categories categories

VGG-M, interpretable 107.9 7.5 6.2 1.1
w/o filter loss 18.6 6.3 4.7 1.1

VGG-S, interpretable 32.1 10.5 18.8 3.1
w/o filter loss 18.9 8.2 11.5 2.3

VGG-16, interpretable 948.9 81.5 106.7 5.1
w/o filter loss 40.5 12.9 67.0 6.0

Filters learned with the filter loss exhibited were usually more discriminative
than those learned without the filter loss.

TABLE 15
Average Adversarial Distortion of the Original CNN

and the Interpretable CNN

Model Original CNN Interpretable CNN

VGG-M 0.00302 � 0.00123 0.00243 � 0.00120
VGG-S 0.00305 � 0.00120 0.00266 � 0.00133
VGG-16 0.00293 � 0.00128 0.00280 � 0.00152
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